CFD-aided design of a dynamic filter for mammalian cell separation.
In the present work, a rotating disk filter was designed for mammalian cell separation with the aim of avoiding both cell damage and membrane fouling. Different geometric and operational variables of the rotating disk filter were studied using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) by varying rotor radius, rotor angle, membrane-rotor distance, and angular velocity. The combinations of these variables followed a statistical design, so that an analysis of the CFD results provided correlations describing the average shear stress on the membrane surface and the maximum shear stress in the whole module as a function of the variables studied. Based on these correlations, and on the shear resistance levels of Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) and baby hamster kidney (BHK) cell lines, which were investigated using a cone-and-plate viscosimeter, it was possible to determine the geometry and angular velocity that would minimize both cell damage and membrane fouling. After construction, the filter was tested in filtration experiments at increasing permeate fluxes. Cell viability remained >90% for the duration of the experiments (2.5 h), and no indication of fouling was observed. It was shown that the designed dynamic filter is able to effectively avoid both cell damage and membrane fouling, and thus can be used for mammalian cell harvesting and perfusion.